
Mary Murphy’s sorry tale (1892 – 1932). 

I decided to find out more about Grandmother Ellen’s older sister Mary, who was married for a short time in the 1920s 

and then abandoned by her husband. What follows is a tale of interconnected families and emigration, which I hope you 

enjoy. 

Four families all lived within a few miles of each other near Roslea, East Fermanagh. The Murphy’s/McAloon’s (our great 

grandparents) lived in Corragunt. The Quigleys and Beggans farmed adjacent land in the neighbouring townland of 

Greaghawarren. The Cosgroves lived about a mile away in the townland of Corbane. They all had large families typical of 

the period – the late 19th and early 20th century. Many of the McAloons, the Beggans and the Cosgroves emigrated to the 

United States, particularly to Providence, Rhode Island. I will come back to the McAloons in a future update.  

 



For the purpose of this story I will start with the emigration of Patrick Beggan in 1893 to Providence. Mary Cosgrove 

followed him in 1895 (aged 23), and they were married in the US three years later in 1898. They reared a family and lived 

the rest of their lives in Providence. Mary sent money home to pay for the passage for her sister Ellen to join her. Ellen 

arrived in 1899 and married Patrick Beggan’s nephew John in Providence in 1905 and lived in the same neighbourhood as 

Mary. Mary also sent money home for her brother John Thomas to join her and he emigrated in 1900 (aged 24). He 

travelled via Liverpool on the Ivernia.  

 

Passenger list from the Ivernia, showing John Cosgrove from Roslea, passage paid by his sister in Providence. 



John Thomas stayed in Providence, initially with his sister Mary and later with his sister Ellen. At the time of the 1920 

census he was working in the shipyard in Providence and was a naturalised US citizen.  

Meanwhile Catherine Murphy (Mary’s sister) married Patrick Quigley, a neighbour of the Beggans, and moved into 

Greaghawarren. John Thomas visited Fermanagh in the early 1920s, and probably met Mary while visiting his Beggan in-

laws. He married Mary in 1924 in Roslea church. John Thomas was 48 years old and Mary was 32 at the time. She would 

have been considered “on the shelf” but their age difference is still striking. John Thomas appears to have left very soon 

afterwards and the local view was that he married her for her dowry. This was about £150 which was a significant amount 

of money in the 1920s.  

 

 

 

The short-lived marriage 

 



It is not clear where John Thomas went immediately after his marriage, but we have records of him returning to the US in 

1929 via Belfast. It appears that he remained in Providence until he retired. 

Poor Mary moved in with her sister Catherine Quigley in Greaghawarren. So, while John Thomas was living with the 

Beggans of Greaghawarren in Providence, his wife was living next door to the Beggans in Greaghawarren, most probably 

unaware of the connection! Mary died on 22nd April 1932 at the Quigley home of chronic kidney disease. 

John Thomas must have been kept informed about his wife, because he declares he is widowed in the 1940 US census. He 

did not remarry. After he retired, he returned to Ireland to his home place in Corbane, less than a mile from where his 

wife lived and died. He was looked after by his nephew James Cosgrove until he died in 1961 at the age of 84 and he is 

buried in Roslea Cemetery. Since he had retained his US citizenship, the death was noted by the US consular services. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  


